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Abstract
The way Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida (BCBSF) defines "Service" today is likely to
change over time. As the United States health insurance model continues to evolve, with
increasing financial responsibility falling on the consumer, the opportunities for new and
different interactions with the health insurance company are sure to follow. Consumers
are already very savvy when it comes to evaluating alternatives in other industries and
it’s only a matter of time before the health care industry is also comparatively shopped
like many other commoditized products and services. BCBSF must continue to evolve to
create a service experience that enables and empowers members in their decision-making
efforts. This project utilized the QFD methodology to anticipate the changing needs of
consumers and how service might evolve.
The requirements for the project included:
• Understanding the future-state of the health care industry
• Anticipating and prioritizing future member needs as a result of new industry
pressures
• Developing a well defined goal for the Service Organization
• Identifying solutions that target member needs
• Validating solutions from the member’s perspective
• Selecting the best solution(s) given benefits and constraints
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•

Implementing solutions that are most valuable to the member and continue to
differentiate BCBSF

Introduction
As BCBSF continues to move from the traditional B2B model to a B2C model, it will
continue to transform into more of a retail-focused industry. In order to support
customers in this new environment, it is important to understand the needs of customers
as they’re navigating this new model in order to develop solutions to ensure BCBSF
exceeds its competitors in the “service” component of value chain – a valuable link in
which BCBSF has differentiated itself for many years.

priorities

This project was initiated in an effort for the Service Organization (SO) in BCBSF to
identify what they were going to need 3-5 years from now to continue to provide the type
of service to support our customers in the new retail environment. This approach was
designed to help the organization plan and appropriate the necessary resources to support
the process changes, design, build, etc., required to deploy the recommended solutions.
Figure 1 shows the general process flow. Note that research from previous QFD projects
was applied in steps 2 and 3.1

Figure 1 QFD process flow (tailored)

1. Customer Segment Table
The especially challenging component for this project was trying to observe, and have
customers prioritize “future” needs in the evolving transparent versus transaction oriented
world of health care. Even defining the segments was a challenge -- could our targeted
segments of today be the same five years from now? Furthermore, could the targeted
segments change based on the industry shift to transparency? Much discussion and
deliberation was required for us gain agreement on these targets, but once leaders reached
agreement on the who, which was determined based on segment size and segments with
the greatest call volume, we then utilized the Customer Segments table (Table 1) to
further help us determine what to observe, when, where, why, and how. This session was
extremely beneficial in helping the team plan the gemba visits, where we would
ultimately begin the process of observing our customers in action in order to truly gain a
deeper understanding of our targeted customer’s needs. Those targeted customers were
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identified as Boomers (consumers age 46-64 with no children living at home) and Parents
with Young Children (consumers with the youngest child living at home under age 11).
We chose to evaluate the customers that will be moving into the targeted segments in the
next 3-5 years, as well as consumers currently in some of the “plans for the future,”
which we often refer to as high out of pocket plans (HOOPS). It was determined that
while we did not have a crystal ball to precisely know the needs of the future, we could
look at the needs of 65-75 year old people today as an approximation of the what today’s
boomers would need. The assumption was that the needs wouldn’t change, but the way
we solved for them likely would. Therefore, we would apply a “retail” approach in our
design of solutions in order to incorporate the “retail” trends of the industry.

Figure 2 Affinity Diagram
Table 1 Customer Segments Table
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2. Customer Voice Table and 3. Hierarchy Diagram
Prior QFD projects were used to obtain customer needs and their structure.1
4. Prioritizing Customers Needs
Prioritization in multi-criteria decision-making was advanced by the research of Dr.
Thomas Saaty in the 1970s at the U.S. Department of Defense and later at the Wharton
School of Business at the University of Pennsylvania. Saaty found that decision makers
facing a multitude of elements in a complex situation innately organized them into groups
sharing common properties, and then organized those groups into higher level groups,
and so on until a top element or goal was identified. This is called a hierarchy and when
making informed judgments to estimate importance, preference, or likelihood, both
tangible and intangible factors may be included and measured. The Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP) was created to manage this process in a manner that captures the intuitive
understanding of the participants and also yields mathematically stable results expressed
in a numerical, ratio scale. A numerical, ratio scale is preferred for the following reasons:
• Numerical priorities can be applied to later analyses to derive downstream
priorities.
• Ratio scale priorities show precisely how much more important one issue is than
another. Ordinal scales only indicate rank order, but not the magnitude of
importance.
• Numerical scales can be tested for judgment inconsistency, sensitivity, and other
useful properties.
In order to leverage the work of this project for other major corporate initiatives, we
chose to have the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) completed by consumers across all
5 life stages, ethnicity, and also for customers that currently have HOOPS (Table 2).
Although major expected themes emerged, such as affordability across all the segments,
there were some notable differences by category. This information alone has been
utilized repeatedly in the Marketing Organization in its development of things such as the
African American Brand campaign, Hispanic Consumer Strategy planning, and
evaluating Financial Convergence opportunities.
Table 2 Customer needs priorities by consumer, life stage, and ethnicity

My health
care costs are
I know which
medications
to take and
can easily
The health
care plan is
I can make
the best
Happy family
life and
Respect for
customers
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13.5%

15.5%

15.5%

16.3%

13.8% 16.5% 15.3% 15.8%

16.3%

13.6%

15.2%

14.7%

18.6%

18.7%

18.8%

13.8% 19.3% 18.0% 24.4%

19.5%

11.7%

18.1%

17.6%

9.5%

8.7%

12.6%

8.7% 13.2% 10.5%

10.3%

6.9%

9.8%

8.7%

8.8%

POC

Boomer HOOPs Uninsured
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5. Maximum Value Table
In an effort to “step up” our brainstorming of solutions on the top needs, we hired a
brainstorming consultant and an illustrator 2 to facilitate the session. In preparation for
the session we framed challenges based on the needs prioritized by the customer. In this
case it was the needs of the Parents with Young Children (PYC) and Boomers identified
in the Customer Segment Table.
What are all the things we can do to make it easier for parents to fit with their
busy lifestyles?
What are all the ways that we can help parents reassure the health of their entire
family (including the parents themselves)?
How could we help make the Boomer’s experience be simple and stress free when
it comes to dealing with prescriptions?
What ways could we use technology to help provide extraordinary service to
Boomers and Families with Young Children?

Figure 3 Brainstorming sessions
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This high energy session with representation across the enterprise yielded over 100 ideas.
We then narrowed the list to build out 12 of the ideas. These ideas were the basis for
building a Maximum Value Table (MVT) (Table 3). This exercise enabled the team to
elaborate on the idea, including evaluating its impact on the need, as well as the impact
internally, including any major hurdles to implementation that we might have to
overcome. Similar to the Customer Voice Table, where the solutions or problems with
solutions help us understand the true customer need, the Maximum Value Table helps us
work in the opposite direction by increasing our understanding of how the various
components of a particular solution work to deliver value relative to a specific customer
need, including the characteristics, technology, usability, and even cost.
Table 3 Maximum Value Table

Concepts included everything from a simple online chat capability to actually having
BCBSF representative’s onsite at hospitals to help customers navigate through their
health care experiences. A couple of the illustrations produced at the session are provided
below:

Figure 4 Concept illustrations
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6. Testing the Concepts
Eight of the twelve concepts were presented with the targeted customers in eight focus
group sessions in Jacksonville and Miami Florida. The concept most promising is what
we’re referring to as the “Click to Chat” (C2C) capability. This capability incorporates a
couple of different concept ideas into one -- the online chat and customer service
appointment ideas. Initial evaluation indicates that this idea not only provides customer
value, but also provides the opportunity for significant cost savings to the organization.
Some of the benefits and expectations from the focus group members were used to feed
the MVT (help with italicized comments from Smith Dahmer3):
Less chance for confusion: respondents feel that if they can print the response they
receive, they can refer back to it and make sure they have it straight.
•“I like it because there’s no chance for confusion. I’ll hang up the phone and
think they said one thing and they’ll come back and say it’s different.”
•“When I’m on the phone with them, it all makes sense and then when it comes
time to fill out the form or I’m at the doctor or whatever it isn’t so clear.”
Accountability: they also feel that if there is a hard copy of the dialogue with customer
service, they are sure to receive accurate information that they can bring with them to a
care provider if necessary.
•“This way you can bring a copy of the thing with you to the doctor and it
eliminates any back and forth. Plus now they have to be sure what they’re telling
you is actually right because there’s a written document of it.”
Expectation: Several respondents are familiar with online chat services offered by other
organizations.
•“Bank of America has this service and I think is great. It’s horrible when you
call your insurance and they send you from here to there and they ask you things
that you have to hang up, look it up, and call again.”
Design Recommendations: Respondents are receptive to the idea of “page pushing,”
where the customer is steered to a relevant webpage that can be viewed by them and the
customer service rep at the same time.
•So if I was asking a claims question – you know, ‘hey I’m not sure which
form to fill out,’ it literally pops right up or a web page with the right content
would pop-up. That’s really exceptional.”
•Rather than have to click through to the service, most respondents like the
idea of a non-intrusive pop-up window on their carrier’s home page that
proactively offers help.
•Maintaining a “personal touch” in electronic communications could be
another consideration. As customers move away from speaking with
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representatives, it will be important to maintain a human element in electronic
interactions
Measurement: Much of the concept’s appeal comes from the “discussion” component of
the interaction. Too much of a delay in replying to a customer would undermine the
benefits of the service.
•“I’d want someone to respond in a minute or so and it at least lets me know
they’re working on it if it’s a more complicated question. . . you don’t want to be
sitting there wondering if someone is out there or not.”
Implementation
It’s been said that “ideas are a dime a dozen, but implementation is the differentiator”. In
this particular project, C2C is currently in the pipeline to determine build, buy or ally.
Attached are some sample screen shots and savings results from Connextions4, a business
partner of ours that has implemented a similar capability in their industry and is helping
to further our business case for moving forward.

Figure 5 Screen shots of chat concept

Illustration of the cost impact of C2C capability:
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Traditional Call:
FTE Cost
AHT
Calls per Hour
Cost per Call

$29 per hour
10 minutes
6 calls
$5.80

Click-to-Chat:
FTE Cost
Chats per Hour
Cost per Chat

$29 per hour
9 – 12 chats
$3.22 - $2.41
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Projected Savings:

CALL/
CHAT
MIX

CALL
VOLUME

500K

1 Million

1.5 Million

2 Million

90/10

$129,000

$258,000

$387,000

$516,000

80/20

$258,000

$516,000

$774,000

$1,032,000

60/40

$516,000

$1,032,000

$1,548,000

$2,064,000

Conclusion
Although we have one solution teed up for implementation, there will need to be more in
order to exceed our competition in this new retail environment. The excellent thing about
output from this project and the QFD tools utilized is that we don’t have to start from
scratch. Whether designing retail solutions for this segment or one from another life
stage or ethnicity, we have the prioritized needs of our customers that we can use as a
foundation for designing the best solutions.
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